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1. Abstract

Powder flow and temperature distribution are recognized as essential factors in the laser melting deposition (LMD)
process, which affect not only the layer formation but also its characteristics. In this study, two mathematical models
have been developed. Initially, the 3-jet powder flow in the Gaussian shape is simulated for the LMD process. Next, the
Gaussian powder flow is coaxially added along with the moving laser beam to investigate the effect of powder flow on
temperature distribution inside the substrate. The particle’s inflight and within the melt-pool heating times are
controlled to avoid vapors or plasma formation due to excessive heat. Computations were carried out via MATLAB
software. A high-speed imaging camera has been used to monitor the powder stream distribution, experimentally, while
temperature distribution results have been compared with finite element simulations.
2. Aims
• Development of efficient and accurate mathematical models for the simulation of the Gaussian 3-jet powder stream.
• To analyse the influence of powder stream on temperature distribution at the substrate.
• To identify the importance of focal point position on powder stream distribution.
• To notify the criticality of excessive heating of powder debits over energy density arriving at the substrate.
3. Methods and Results

4. Conclusions

5. Acknowledgements

• An increment in the distance from the focus point will gradually transform the powder stream from the Gaussian to
Transition, and from the Transition to Annular streams.
• By raising the powder flow rate, the attenuation ratio prevails in the LMD process, hence, decreasing the laser energy
density arriving at the substrate.
• If the particle’s heating temperature surpasses the boiling point, a strong possibility exists for vapors and plasma
formation. Consequently, an excessive amount of laser energy is absorbed by the produced vapors and plasma, thus,
impeding the deposition process.
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For computation: A script
file was written in
MATLAB software (i7, 8th

Generation with 16 GB
Ram computing system).

For experimentation: A
robot KR30HA, Kuka,
Augsburg, Germany,
robot equipped with Yb:
YAG 1030 nm, was used
to record image via high-
speed imaging camera
(AX100, Photron, Tokyo,
Japan) with 1000 fps.


